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1: Shadow Hunter by Michael Reaves
Darth Maul: Shadow Hunter is a novel that takes place shortly before Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace.
Narration for the audio version was performed by Michael Cumpsty. The story Darth Maul: Saboteur by James Luceno is
published as a page insert in the paperback version of Shadow Hunter.

By then we knew Season Four of The Clone Wars would conclude with the return of Darth Maul, last seen
tumbling â€” in halves, no less â€” into a pit on Naboo. Nor did we know Season Five would give us a
four-episode arc in which Maul rallied the galactic underworld, recruiting Black Sun, Death Watch, the Hutts,
and other criminals to his banner. Did I want to write a young-adult novelization of those episodes? The
answer was obvious, and that was the birth of the just-released Darth Maul: But at the time, all I could think
was: Can I pull this off? That was daunting, to say the least. The lesson for all you aspiring writers: Work hard
on the outline. It makes everything else so much easier. Shadow Conspiracy began with Ryder, too: It set a
high bar, and I immediately decided Shadow Conspiracy should feel like a sequel â€” which, after all, it was.
Still, this would be a very different book. Bounty Hunter was short and spare, almost entirely dialogue and
action, but Shadow Conspiracy would be much longer. I read that script while working on the second Clone
Wars Visual Guide, then was surprised to see the actual episode play like a classic film noir, with Obi-Wan as
a lightsaber-wielding Sam Spade. The lesson, for me, was that this kind of storytelling is a collaboration â€”
the script drives the story, yes, but the story also emerges from character designs, lighting, camera angles, and
pacing. In scripts the accounts of such showdowns are essentially placeholders. Luke Skywalker â€” making a
first unsuccessful run down the Death Star trench. So while Vizsla fumed and schemed, I had him ignite the
Darksaber, his ancient, equally intriguing weapon. I added it because I wanted to show how Obi-Wan winds
up with the battered freighter, but also because the relationship between those characters is so deep and
complex. The Clone Wars has often showed us Anakin disobeying the Jedi Council to follow his reckless
heart; here, Obi-Wan is the disobedient one rushing off into danger. And, well, there was a moment in the
scripts where Embo attacks Maul with his rather wonderful hat. Such references need to be added sparingly,
and in service of the story, the characters, or ideally both â€” there are always new Star Wars fans, and
references to other stories should feel like an opportunity for further exploration, not an intimidating quiz. But
that left me with plenty of opportunities. What does Sidious have in mind for Darth Maul? What lies ahead for
Bo-Katan, Korkie, and the other members of the Kryze extended family? Will the Republic invade
Mandalore? Will Death Watch resist that effort or aid it?
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2: Darth Maul: Shadow Hunter - Wikipedia
Darth Maul: Shadow Hunter is a novel set in the Star Wars galaxy. It is a prequel novel occurring before the events of
Star Wars: Episode I - The Phantom Menace. The book was written by Michael Reaves.

March 8, The biggest problem with Darth Maul: Shadow Hunter is nothing in the book matters. This book
changes nothing in the larger universe, has no lasting affect after the end of the novel, and adds nothing to the
universe. Darth Maul travels to Coruscant to retrieve the stolen plans and ends up pitted against the Jedi. The
first big problem is that the Jedi are supposed to be in the dark when it comes to the Sith in general and Maul
in specific, so the design of the book has Maul almost running into people you would know from the movies,
but never being seen. He does get discovered by multiple characters, but the book always maneuvers it so that
information can never get out. So by the end of the book you are essentially where you started. The second big
problem is Maul himself. Beyond aesthetics, he is a thoroughly bland character. He has zero character arc and
zero real motivation. He is generally just evil for evil sake without anything driving him on as a character.
That is the third character. No matter their character progression, you know they will disappear after this. And
some of them, like one mouthy droid, are written out in such arbitrary ways as to be insulting. Is the book a
total waste? The pacing is a little on the slow side, but not so bad as to become unreadable. The action scenes
are done fairly well and you get a couple of good lightsaber scenes, which is one of the things most readers
come for. No amount of flash will make up for a lack of substance. Shadow Hunter is like sandwich from a
cut-rate no name deli. Lots of filler, not enough meat.
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3: Shadow Hunter (Star Wars : Darth Maul) by Michael Reaves
I found Darth Maul: Shadow Hunter to be an interesting, exciting and fun change of pace from the more run-of-the-mill
Star Wars novels. It obviously takes place in the Prequel Era, and covers the events immediately before the start of The
Phantom Menace.

To top that off, a brand new Darth Maul novel has been announced and will be released in The Expanded
Universe is filled with them. Darth Maul This was a series of comics that ran in and told the story of Darth
Maul being sent by Darth Sidious to take out the leadership of the Black Sun criminal organization. This is
one of my favorite comic stories from Dark Horse and features the amazing artwork of Jan Duursema. As a
bonus Drew Struzan did the cover art. You can now find this story in a collected trade paper back and it is also
available digitally. These were really cool. Each issue would contain a handful of stories which ranged from
serious to funny to the extremely ridiculous. In issue 24 there was a page story called Marked which featured
Darth Maul. The apprentice is sent by Sidious to kill a Force-user who is posing a threat. Maul finds the
Force-user is a Drovian named Silus and he is a competitive fighter. Maul must enter the competition and face
the fighter. But does Sidious really want to eliminate this Force-user or is he seeking out a new apprentice?
Look for some really cool flashbacks of a young Darth Maul in training in this story. Shadow Hunter If you
are a fan of Darth Maul you must read this novel. The man on the run from Maul is Lorn Pavan, an
information broker who is in over his head. Resurrection This is one of the more off-the-wall Darth Maul
stories. Vader is hunting down stolen plans for the Death Star and comes across some Prophets of the Dark
Side. These prophets have taken it upon themselves to resurrect Darth Maul and of course a lightsaber battle
ensues. It tells the story of Maul from him being a toddler, to his training under Darth Sidious, to his apparent
death on Naboo, to his resurrection. Since this book was released in it has the advantage of being able to pull
from all the Darth Maul stories that had come before as well as The Clone Wars TV series. This is a young
adult novel so it is written at that level but even adults should find this story intriguing. This was a story found
in the pages of the Star Wars: Visionaries, a collection of stories written and drawn by concept artists who
worked on Revenge of the Sith. The story is that Darth Maul somehow survived being cut in half and has been
tracking down Obi-Wan. This story is actually really cool and the artwork by Aaron McBride is amazing.
Death Sentence The Clone Wars brought Darth Maul back from the dead in Season Four, but we really only
got a tease with him showing up right at the end of the season. Then we were left wondering what was
happening with him between Season Four and Season Five. Death Sentence tells that story. In the series Maul
and his brother Savage Opress are wreaking havoc in the Outer Rim and a team of Jedi are sent to track them
down. A corrupt mine owner and his mercenaries also want them dead.
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4: Darth Maul : Shadow Hunter - Jedinet
Darth Maul Shadow Hunter is one of the best Star Wars books yet! After books and books focusing on the heros of the
saga, the dark side finally makes its appearence. It has somewhat of a complicated plot, but easy enough to follow.

So when he and his droid companion, I-Five, get access to a Sith Holocron detailing the impending Naboo
blockade, the first person he goes to is a Hutt crimelord attached to the Black Sun, not the Jedi. But someone
wants that Holocron back Based on audiobook and novel. I am astonished at how good this novel is! I
remember when I had first read it eons ago, that I adored it and thought Reaves was an impressive author. And
time has aged this novel favorably. The writing is very engaging, very quick paced for the action, yet
insightful and thoughtful for the character moments. Reaves balances the two well, not spending the whole
novel on a underbelly of Coruscant race Anderson might have or having his characters sit around a fire
gabbing all night Traviss might have. The characters are absolutely impressive. Lorn Pavan is your average
guy. In fact, he used to work in the Jedi Temple in finances. No different than the millions who go to work
each day at Sterling Bank. He has guts, he has courage, and he has a friend who helps him along. Then we
have Darsha Assant. In some ways, she is a predecessor to Etain Tur-Mukan. She meets up with Lorn, who
informs her of his find and now it is her task to see him to safety. I-Five is probably the only droid I actually
like to read about. C-3PO, R2-D2, and all the others always seems to get in the way or are just thrown in for a
plot element. I-Five is actually a character, with feelings, with opinions, and with an excellent sense of humor.
Lastly, Darth Maul appears. If I could say only one thing, it would be this: Reaves needs to write more Maul
books! The plot was fantastic. The pacing was great, the flow was superb, the scenes made sense no deus ex
machina or other ss-pulling , and the outcome was fabulous. Michael Reaves likes his vocabulary. He loves to
dig deep into the dictionary and pull out words no one has ever heard of, such as "pyrric" and "rictus". Being
an ubergeek, I crunched the numbers and came up with Obi-Wan finds Darsha good to look at. Darth Maul is
a ruthless hunter. Several people end up dead by the end. Hath wets himself from fear. This is a positively
astounding novel, interesting, compelling, with great characters, great writing, and great story. Otherwise, this
is definitely going on my top 10 favorite Star Wars novels list, and I highly recommend Star Wars fans to
read.
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5: Cover Galleries The Phantom Menace
NOTE - this is not my work, and the aim of this video is for educational purposes. Darth Maul: Shadow Hunter is a novel
that takes place shortly before Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace.

The Phantom Menace Darth Maul: Shadow Hunter is a novel set in the Star Wars galaxy. It is a prequel novel
occurring before the events of Star Wars: Episode I â€” The Phantom Menace. The book was written by
Michael Reaves. The cover art was by David Stevenson. The book takes place The book was part of the Star
Wars "Expanded Universe" and is now considered part of the non-canonical "Legends" brand. Summary[ edit
] After years of waiting in the shadows, Darth Sidious is taking the first step in his master plan to destroy the
Jedi Order and take over the galaxy. He meets secretly with his Neimoidian contacts in the Trade Federation to
finalize details in the plan to blockade the planet Naboo. But one member of the delegation is missing, and
Sidious does not need his Force -honed instincts to suspect betrayal. He orders his apprentice, Darth Maul , to
hunt the traitor Hath Monchar down. A suicidal attack by a Trade Federation-hired bounty hunter forces Maul
to retreat before claiming the holocron, making an explosion which kills the bounty hunter, and by the time he
returns to its hiding place, the holocron is in the possession of its intended purchaser, a Corellian con man
named Lorn Pavan. Pavan, although at first purely motivated by money and deeply resentful of the Jedi for
taking his son away from him, realizes the nature of the information and seeks to take it to the Jedi Temple.
Maul, for his part, is ordered by Sidious to not only retrieve the holocron, but kill Lorn, his droid partner
I-Five, and anyone else who might have knowledge of the information. Darsha saves Oolth from a gang in one
of the lower levels of Coruscant, but when she and the Black Sun member zip-line toward the top of a
building, Darsha and Oolth are attacked by hawk-bats. Eventually, the two go high enough where the
hawk-bats force Darsha to release Oolth and he falls to his death on the lower levels. Lorn and I-Five meet up
with Yanth the Hutt, a crime lord in one of the lower levels in Coruscant, to get money out of the deal, but
Maul arrives to kill Yanth by impaling one of his lightsaber blades into him and murders his bodyguards. This
gives Lorn and I-Five the opportunity to escape. The two Jedi agree to escort Lorn and I-Five to the Temple,
but the foursome are attacked by Maul, leading up to a battle on the top of a building. Bondara manages to
nearly kill Maul at the cost of his own life, leaving Lorn, I-Five, and Darsha to work their way to the Temple
from the underground caverns of Coruscant, while Bondara is killed in an explosion that also nearly kills
Maul. Maul, however, is not seriously wounded, and immediately begins tracking the three again. Darsha,
realizing that she cannot defeat Maul, draws out their duel long enough for I-Five to hastily repair a
carbonite-freezing unit and seal Lorn and the droid inside it. Darsha plunges her lightsaber into a pile of
volatile gas canisters, causing an explosion that Maul barely escapes and kills Darsha. Upon surveying the
scene, Maul feels no trace of Lorn in the Force, not realizing that the carbonite hibernation has made his
lifeforce all but undetectable. An automatic timer frees Lorn from hibernation, and he decides to go after Maul
on his own to try to retrieve the holocron. When I-Five attempts to come along, Lorn deactivates him and asks
a friend to take the droid, who knows about the blockade, to the Jedi Temple. Lorn, unaware of this, uses a
piece from the body of a subterranean creature to block his presence in the Force, and follows Maul to a
Republic space station. After a brief period of recovery, Lorn starts to leave his quarters, only to be confronted
by Maul one final time. Maul by this point considers Lorn a worthy opponent and kills him quickly, then
leaves, his task completed.
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6: Darth Maul: Shadow Hunter | Star Wars Wiki em PortuguÃªs | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Darth Maul: Shadow Hunter is as close to a perfect SW novel as you're likely to find. These characters come alive.
These people aren't standing in the background but want something in their own ways, and Darth Maul's mission to find
the treacherous Neimoidian is the catalyst for the other quests to overlap.

For the infamous, power-hungry Sith , beholden to the dark side , the time has come to rise againâ€¦ Inside
flap Edit Darth Maul , merciless apprentice of evil and one of the legendary Sith, a twisted order given over to
the dark side of the Force â€¦Darth Maul, champion of the nefarious Sith Lord , Darth Sidious â€¦Darth Maul,
a legend sprung to life from the nightmares of history, about to be unleashedâ€¦In an all-new tale of intrigue
and mystery set just before the events of Star Wars: Episode I The Phantom Menace. After years of waiting in
the shadows, Darth Sidious is taking the first step in his master plan to bring the Republic to its knees. He
meets secretly with his Neimoidian contacts in the Trade Federation to plan the blockade of the planet Naboo.
But one member of the delegation is missing, and Sidious does not need his Force -honed instincts to suspect
betrayal. He orders his apprentice , Darth Maul, to hunt the traitor down. On Coruscant , capital city of the
Republic, the Neimoidian moves quickly to sell what he knows to the highest bidder. For Lorn Pavan , an
information broker, the deal is too good to pass up. A single mission will be her test. But a greater test awaits
her. The future of the Republic depends on Darsha and Lorn. But how can an untried Jedi and an ordinary
man, stranger to the powerful ways of the Force, hope to triumph over one of the deadliest killers in the
galaxy? Paperback Edit After years of waiting in the shadows, Darth Sidious is taking the first step in his
master plan to bring the Republic to its knees. Key to his scheme are the Neimoidians of the Trade Federation.
Then one of his Neimoidian contacts disappears, and Sidious does not need his Force-honed instincts to
suspect betrayal. He orders his apprentice, Darth Maul, to hunt the traitor down. But he is too late. Then, in the
labyrinthine alleyways and sewers of Coruscant, capital city of the Republic, Lorn crosses paths with Darsha
Assant, a Jedi Padawan on a mission to earn her Knighthood. Now the future of the Republic depends on
Darsha and Lorn. But how can an untried Jedi and an ordinary man, stranger to the powerful ways of the
Force, hope to triumph over one of the deadlist killers in the galaxy? Plot summary Edit Darth Maul: Shadow
Hunter is told in two parts: Unfortunately, it is too late to do anything about it, because at that moment, Darth
Sidious contacts Gunray. Gunray panics and tells Sidious that Monchar is sick. However, the Sith Lord sees
through the lie, and when the conversation ends, he sends his apprentice Darth Maul after the missing Deputy
Viceroy. There, she must pick up a former Black Sun employee named Oolth the Fondorian who is willing to
trade information about the recent reorganization in the upper ranks of the criminal syndicate in exchange for
protection by the Jedi Order. Unfortunately, when she does find Oolth, the ship they were supposed to travel
in is damaged by raiding thugs who try to kill Darsha and Oolth. Though the Padawan is able to fend them off,
the two of them have no choice but to zip-line up to the top of a building to get to the Jedi Temple. Bad luck
strikes again when hawk-bats attack the two of them, resulting in Oolth falling off of Darsha just as she arrives
at the top of the building. Knowing that she has failed since Oolth died, she neglects to mention this to the Jedi
Council and instead only informs her Master Anoon Bondara over her failure. Darth Maul eventually finds
Hath Monchar and learns from him, while interrogating the helpless Neimoidian, the latter had sold a Sith
holocron to a man named Lorn Pavan and his protocol droid partner I-5YQ. Maul executes Monchar for this
treachery against Sidious by decapitating him with his lightsaber , and sets off to find Pavan and I-Five. When
he does, he ends up chasing them so that he can kill the two of them before they can reveal the information in
the Holocron to the Jedi Order. Bondara confronts Maul alone while Darsha leads the others to safety. After a
long chase through the bowels of Coruscant , battling Cthons , a Taozin , and other dangers, the group is once
again tracked down by Darth Maul. Assant does battle with Maul while I-Five carbon freezes Pavan in an
attempt to hide and protect him. After a large explosion which Darsha enacted, thus sacrificing herself, Darth
Maul can sense no life in the warehouse and believes all of his targets are dead. He heads back to his master
with news of success. Pavan is thawed out and this time, he starts hunting Maul. Although he was able to get
the drop on Maul using a taozin limb, he is duped into giving the Sith Holocron to Senator Palpatine, who is
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secretly Darth Sidious. Palpatine lies that he will give the Holocron to the Council and sends Pavan to a
hospital, since, just as he is taking the Holocron from Maul, Pavan has his arm cut off by the Sith Lord. In the
end, Maul confronts Pavan in the hospital privately, and the Sith Lord decides to give the man a quick death
for his abilities by impaling him with his lightsaber. Pavan dies facing his death bravely, with Maul secretly
admiring him for that trait. With that, Maul leaves, mission accomplished.
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7: Star Wars: Darth Maul: Shadow Hunter (Audiobook) by Michael Reeves | www.enganchecubano.com
The story in Star Wars: Darth Maul: Shadow Hunter is interesting because it explores Coruscant's lower levels in a way
that has not been done yet. The story moved along nicely, and Maul's capabilities in skills other than lightsaber combat
are exposed to a decent degree.

Needless to say, Sidious sends the ultimate hitman to take Hath out before he squeals - Darth Maul. Lorn
Pavan, a Corellian information broker with a grudge against the Jedi, and his acerbic droid I-Five have also
gotten into the mix. The chase takes them through the horrifying depths of Coruscant as well as the seemingly
safe upper levels. This is one half of a two-novel "prequel to the prequel," so to speak. The second novel being
Cloak of Deception coming soon. This is also the middle part of a loose-trilogy about our favorite Sith Lord
including the Darth Maul comic miniseries, and Episode I Journal: Halfway through the book, I realized that
this was like a Star Wars version of the Terminator. One line in particular sounded like something from that
film. Lorn Pavan described the Sith: In this book, Maul is very much true to character. His self confidence and
cockiness are highlighted by Reaves. Makes you wonder what the average joe on the street thinks of him.
Reaves does a good job of tying the films, books, and comics together. He includes elements from the recent
Darth Maul comic, as well as details from the Jedi Apprentice books and Visual Dictionaries. He also has a
good dose of humor in the story. Reaves includes the occasional tip of the hat to Indiana Jones and other films:
Most of the Jedi we see are heroes who either win the battle or die heroically. This was an interesting twist to
see one completely botch a mission and the fear the consequences. That raises the stakes quite a bit when they
face Darth Maul. Reaves also had a big challenge in writing this - people already knew the ending. From
watching Episode I we know that the Jedi are unaware of the Sith. That obviously means that our heroes fail in
this book. However, Reaves puts just enough spins and twists on the story to make it an interesting trip,
despite knowing the ultimate destination. The last few pages are really heart stoppers. Overall, I found this to
be a fun and exciting read. Reaves is very experienced with gritty urban settings and chase sequences from
writing in Batman: The Animated Series , and it shows. I like the scene with Maul in a Coruscant customs
building, taking his time at the terminal with a huge p. The book is very fast paced, which I like. The character
of I-Five is a hoot. Reminds me of Alfred from Batman. A Cloak of Deception reference? Lorn and Darsha are
definitely two of the more intriguing and three-dimensional characters to come into the Prequel era, and I did
feel a slight sense of regret and loss at their fates. And I5, of course, is a hoot. The brief appearances of the
other Episode I Jedi are gratifying as well. Michael Reaves brings an experienced hand to the saga with Darth
Maul: Shadow Hunter, and it shows. Since then he has written for of Batman: The Animated Series, Star Trek:
The Next Generation, Sliders, and just about every cartoon you ever thought you forgot from your childhood
from the late Seventies onward see the bibliography on his website. I mention this because Reaves knows how
to write characters, and writ them well. Characters in a rich setting as Star Wars should be dynamic and fluid.
It was refreshing that Darth Maul: And Darth Maul, of course. Even if Maul were not the focus of this novel, it
would rate as one of the most entertaining romps ever had with Star Wars. These characters come alive.
Darsha Assant is close to her goal of being a full-fledged Jedi. Obi-Wan Kenobi is more subdued in this story
as he seeks to help a friend. A lot of people want to make a fast buck. Lorn Pavan is running from a secret rage
toward the Jedi. Maybe not quite on par with killing Chewie off, but Reaves will make some people angry: A
few rounds of TIE Fighter afterward, blasting those bloody Rebels out of the sky, brought it down to a
simmer. Supporting cast aside, most people are gonna pick up this puppy for Darth Maul. Reaves obviously
had fun writing for the character: Darth Maul versus the Coruscant Highway Patrol, and you can parse that as
you will. There are some tie-ins with other chapters in the saga, such as the midi-chlorians. Reaves also gets
props for rectifying some canon issues with his book. That whole thing about the Sith being an ancient race
overtaken by evil Jedi? The Sith now, and always has been, a cult of two adepts that continued from when
Darth Bane remade the order after the initial Sith wiped each other out. But fans of previous Star Wars books
should be happy with the "retconning" of some elements, such as Exar Kun and the holocron. Reaves
exercises great discipline and restraint when he handles Star Wars: Shadow Hunter felt most like an actual Star
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Wars film, from the ubiquitous opening shot of a massive starship, to the ending. Longtime students of Lucas
lore are gonna delight in the myriad of in-jokes and references to other Lucas productions: Chalk this one up
as an action-adventure with some really neat twists, and a finale quite unlike what previous SW books have
attempted before. And let us hope that Michael Reaves will return to the galaxy far, far away sometime in the
not too distant future. Shadow Hunter is a very well balanced book in it? It is paced very well from the outset
by the author, Michael Reaves, who conveys a great sense of urgency in it? Reaves seems well suited writing
in the Coruscant underworld setting. We know by the movie? This is a similar situation in the prequel trilogy.
We all know that Anakin will become Vader, but what is most interesting is how that happens. Michael
Reaves seems to have grasped Star Wars literature history and continuity, by providing subtle hints to the?
Tales of the Jedi? The most pleasing aspect of the book, which gave me the most enjoyment, was the
introduction of new characters by the author, such as Lorn Parvan, his partner droid, I-5, and the Jedi
Apprentice Darsha Assant. You really feel for and understand the characters in the book, as they are a tight
knit group, and each has their own purpose. One of the best sub? Familiar characters are handled well by
Reaves; he gives a deeper insight to the master and apprentice relationship between Sidious and Maul, and
cameo? Humour and action are intertwined throughout the book. I-5 provides comic relief throughout the
book, and is relatively unique for a droid character within the Star Wars universe to occupy this role. I really
enjoyed this character, and hope that he will return in the future in some capacity. The action varies, a
welcome relief that it is not repetitive, we are treated to lightsaber fights, chase scenes, and scenes with
horrific monsters and cannibalistic zombies. I think one of the most memorable scenes in the whole of the
book, was near the end, a wounded Lorn Parvan, stumbling into a familiar Senator. Senator Palpatine, this was
a real heart? Originally, I was going to write another review of Shadow Hunter for the rerelease, as I did for
Heir to the Empire and the Phantom Menace novel, but Scott, Michael, and the two Chrises did a pretty
thorough job of analyzing it the first time around. So this is less a review and more a reflection and a look at
the added material in the new edition. I remember receiving the original hardcover as a birthday gift. Back
then Star Wars novels seemed few and far between, which is funny considering Chris K? Star Trek-ish
over-gluttony of the books? But to me, each new release was a thing to be savored, and I was careful not to
rush through them. Shadow Hunter made that difficult, with its thriller-style plotting and series of
complications and cliffhangers. Reaves is great at creating characters that seem more like ordinary people in
the galaxy far, far away than Luke and Obi-Wan, and it? Pitting them against Darth Maul is interesting and
tragic because you know who has to win in the end. One of the things I liked the most about the novel was
Reaves? The look at the Neimoidian personality and physiology as it turns out, the two are closely linked!
Shadow Hunter, like any older Star Wars novel, is interesting to re-read because some things take on new
meaning with time. The multiple references to Maul? Considering that almost every character in the novel is
doomed, it? The Coruscant Nights novels serve as sequels of a sort to this novel. In retrospect, some of the
opinions in the above reviews seem a little silly--it?
8: Darth Maul: Shadow Hunter Review | Star Wars Reading Order
After years of waiting in the shadows, the evil Darth Sidious is taking the first step in his master plan to bring the
Republic to its knees. He meets secretly with his Neimoidian contacts in the Trade Federation to plan the blockade of
the planet Naboo.

9: www.enganchecubano.com - Books - Reviews | Darth Maul - Shadow Hunter
Background: Darth Maul: Shadow Hunter was written by Michael Reaves and published in January of It was Reaves'
first Star Wars book though he was also involved in a few episodes from the much-earlier Droids and Ewoks TV series
in the '80s.
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